The Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures (CSMC) presents

the following workshop:

**Handbooks and Personal Copies**

CSMC, Warburgstraße 26, Hamburg

4 May 2018

**Programme**

**Friday, 4 May 2018 (room 2002)**

14:00  Welcome and introduction
Phillipe Depreux, Hamburg, Till Hennings, Hamburg

14:10  Gidena Mesfin Kebede, Berlin
*Ethiopian däbtära Notebooks.*

14:45  Richard Corradini, Wien
*St. Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek 878 - the Vademecum of Walahfrid Strabos.*

15:20  Marco Heiles, Aachen
*Personal Manuscripts and Censorship in 15th Century Germany.*

15:55  Coffee Break

16:25  Alexander Orth, Hamburg
*Religious conversion for beginners – An early medieval florilegium as vademecum for Christian missionaries?*

17:00  Peera Panarut, Hamburg

17:35-18:00  Final Discussion